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A cooking oil puri몭er is an important equipment for all the

kitchens in general. And a reason for its signi몭cance, is its

primary focus, which is to effectively extend the lifespan of

cooking oil. And it does so by removing all the impurities, food

particles, and other contaminants. By extending the lifespan of

cooking oil, these puri몭ers have safeguarded one of the most

famous cooking methods, which is, frying. But their usability, at

core, is focused on maintaining the process of cooking and

making it convenient for every person that loves to cook, but

doesn’t want to keep on replacing the cooking oil.

When it comes to cooking, the reason why frying has gained so

much signi몭cance, is that even the home-cooked food today,

are being prepared using cooking oil. On that note, it’s safe to

say that a cooking oil puri몭er is signi몭cant for the entire

cooking scene.

But still, there are many bene몭ts that makes cooking oil

puri몭cation the best process for every individual who’s

associated with the cooking industry, or even if they cook at

home for that matter. But before getting into the bene몭ts, let’s

take a look at some of the other facts about the machine, such

as, classi몭cation of its types on the job it does, and the

principle that they work on.

Interesting facts to know
about a cooking oil puri몭er

Working principle:

If you’re planning to get a cooking oil puri몭er for the 몭rst time,

it’s important that you know about the principle that this

machine works on. That said, it’s pretty much deducible from

the name that the fundamental principle that a cooking oil
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machine puri몭er works on is 몭ltration. However, not without

employing a multi-layered approach, as the puri몭cation of

cooking oil demands it. The process of 몭ltration is an illustrated

and well-structured one that starts from circulation of cooking

through the puri몭er’s system. And then after encountering

numerous 몭lters, when the solid particles and contaminants are

removed, the sedimentation process takes place to ensure that

the heavy particles have settled in.

Variety of cooking oil puri몭ers:

To make it easy for every user, there have been different types

of cooking oil machine puri몭ers, such as manual, semi-

automatic, and automatic. Suppose you want to buy a cooking

oil puri몭er, but don’t know which one to buy, you must be able to

differentiate between every variant of this machine that’s

available. For clarity, the manual puri몭ers are supposed to

periodically remove the impurities by 100% human intervention.

However, even though the control in these puri몭ers rest entirely

with the controller, but the process is utterly time-consuming.

But then the semi-automatic and automatic cooking oil 몭lters

are an ease for the individual, as they include features like

automated pump operation, and 몭ltration initiation. If you aren’t

restricted by a budget, you should opt for automatic puri몭ers,

as they are capable of purifying the cooking oil at

predetermined intervals, or even if there are speci몭c conditions

that trigger the process.

Unmatchable bene몭ts:

A cooking oil puri몭er is always the best option for everyone

who’s planning to get it because it not only adds to the

convenience of eating healthy, but also makes it easy to save

some money on oil replacement. When you, as a professional in

the cooking industry, have access to top-notch quality of



cooking oil puri몭er, you make notable contribution to the

environment as well. For example, you avoid drain blockage in

your kitchen, as there’ll be less oil to block it.

This’ll then result in lowering the cases of sewage over몭ow.

Also, once you get the hang of purifying cooking oil, you’ll gain

the bene몭t of recycling old cooking oil into biodiesel. And

because oil puri몭cation leads to cleanliness, it becomes easy

for you to manage all the tasks in the kitchen, because there’s

less waste to take care of. If you’re an owner of a restaurant,

you don’t need to train your staff to clear the oil manually. You

just need to let them know about the process of the cooking oil

puri몭er that you will buy. So, don’t wait up, and if buy the puri몭er

so that you can enjoy the freedom of convenience and cost

savings.
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ABOUT US

From transformer oils to turbine oils, we ensure your machinery operates at peak

performance, reducing downtime and maximizing e몭ciency up to an impressive

scale.

OPENING HOURS
Mon - Sat 8:00 - 17:30,

Sunday - CLOSED

OUR PRODUCTS

Electrostatic Oil Puri몭er – EOP

Hyper Oil Puri몭cation System – HOPS

Low Temperature Vacuum Dehydration System – LTVDS

Mini Filter
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